Vertical geodesy is undergoing a revolution because of two factors. First, new precise three-dimensional position measurement techniques used over very long distances and based on extraterrestrial reference systems provide a new class and precision of geometric data previously unavailable for geophysical investigations. Second, physical models in tectonic theory for large earthquakes predict crustal distortions that violate the conventional assumptions used to interpret gravity and leveling data. Leveling and geometric elevation measurements are not directly comparable because the interpretation of leveling data is density-model dependent. Estimates of pre-1971 San Fernando earthquake elevation changes based on leveling of about l0 cm may be as much as 3 cm, or 40%, too large. Pre-1964 Niigata earthquake leveling surveys, previously used as confirmation of the dilatancy model, do not require dilatancy as an explanation and easily allow an alternative model with a subsurface density increase. Gravity is also not a dependable estimator of elevation change. But a combination of gravity with either leveling, if the dimensions of the distorted body are known or small, or geometric elevation measurements is essential for the determination of crustal density and strain changes. The 1965-1967 Matsushiro earthquake swarm leveling and gravity data show a significant dilatant strain of 0.6-1.8 x l0 -4 if the proper model dimensions are used. This dilatant strain would be adequate to cause the observed drop in V,o/Vs, even if the crust were initially saturated prior to distortion. The combination of gravity, leveling, and the new geometric elevation measurements provides a useful parameter, gravitational potential, for the inversion of subsurface density distributions. Use of this parameter, defined as the free-air elevation anomaly, is illustrated for a nearly compensated mountain root structure and shows that this technique holds significant promise for the study of large, deep structures in the crust and upper mantle.
INTRODUCTION

In 1971 a joint earth physics program was begun between the California Instiiute of Technology and the Jet Propulsion
Laboratory under the sponsorship of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration. One of its objectives is the development of new geodetic systems to solve the problems of crustal distortion measurements over long distances and their relationship to the occurrence of earthquakes. One outgrowth of this program has been the Aries (astronomical radio interferometric earth surveying) system [e.g., MacDoran, 1974; Ong et al., 1975a, b], which uses radio interferometry and currently measures station separations to 10-cm three-dimensional accuracy for short base lines (less than 300 km) and will be capable of 3-cm or better accuracy over base lines of 0-1000 km and 10-cm or better accuracy over intercontinental distances within a few years. Aries is one of a class of new geodetic techniques that involve either radio interferometry or laser ranging to aircraft, extragalactic radio sources, satellites, and the moon (see the review by Bender [1974] ). The frame of reference of all of these systems is extraterrestrial. For example, the reference frame used by Aries is defined by the positions of extragalactic radio sources. These sources are so distant that they are a good physical approximation to an inertial coordinate system. A primary goal of any new geodetic system as it develops is a check of the system with conventional geodetic measurement techniques to verify accuracy whenever possible. However, analysis of the initial Aries field trials showed that a check of the geometric vertical component with leveling is not a simple task.
Elevation measurements as determined by geometric techniques, such as those described above, and by leveling are not directly comparable. This results from the fact that while a geometric measurement of elevation is direct, the interpretation of leveling data in terms of geometric elevations is density-model dependent, which is well known in geodesy. The Copyright ¸ 1976 by the American Geophysical Union. difference between leveling and geometric ground shape has not been bothersome in the past because geodesists have been mainly interested in the direction and potential for flow of water which seeks to align its upper boundary to an equipotential surface, neglecting such dynamic considerations as ocean tides, wind, and Coriolis forces. Of course, after a correction for these forces, elevations as monitored by tidal gages are equivalent to leveling surveys because the ocean surface is used as the reference equipotential surface, the geoid. For the determination of subsurface strain and density changes, however, geophysicists require knowledge of the change in the geometric shape of the earth's surface. The ground shape estimates determined by leveling surveys may not be adequate for calculating those subsurface changes predicted by dilatancy models of preearthquake crustal distortion. to the geoid, is called the orthometric height. In this paper these corrections are assumed to be done perfectly, and heights measured by leveling are assumed to be true orthometric heights. Geometric methods measure the distance relative to some external frame of reference, represented here by a suspended star at great height, to the ground surface. In practice, both leveling and geometric methods measure elevation relative to another point on the ground surface, so that the elevation measurements shown in Figure 1 should investigation of time-dependent changes in geometric elevation of a point would require the reoccupation of the detailed gravity net for each elevation determination.
Figure la shows what will happen when an anomalous mass, here a lower-density volume in a homogeneous half space, is present just beneath the surface. Both the leveling and the tilt measurements, if they are taken at face value, indicate that the ground surface has a bulge over the anomaly, even though it is geometrically flat. The geometric measurement is unaffected by mass distributions and faithfully follows the geometric ground shape. Now suppose that the low-density volume of Figure la is eliminated by the transferral of mass from some distant source, so that the subsurface is homogeneous, as is shown in Figure lb . The change in mass distribution will cause a decrease in elevation as measured by leveling and tilt, but the geometric measurement will register no change. Here again, tidal gages will give the same answer as leveling surveys if the tidal data can be corrected to account for dynamic forces.
So far, two classes of measurements have been discussed: those that depend on the shape of the ground surface and those that depend on the shape of the ground and equipotential surfaces. As shall be shown, a third extremely important class of geodetic measurements is gravity, which depends on the gradient of gravitational potential. Interpretation of subcrustal processes requires gravity, which is relatively easy to measure; gravity should be included in all studies of vertical crustal distortion. Most of these studies have not estimated the model dependence of their interpretations of leveling, tilt, and gravity changes. In many cases, under reasonable assumptions, the model dependence is not severe; however, it will be shown that some types of data sets cannot be interpreted uniquely in terms of physical parameters of crustal materials. It is the purpose of this paper to analyze the model dependence of the various classes of vertical geodetic measurements, especially in relation to earthquake prediction and reasonable dilatancy models, and thereby to outline geodetic measurement procedures that provide the optimal means to further test physical models of the active tectonic medium. Finally, the use of the new geometric elevation data for inversion of the density structure of major tectonic features is illustrated with a simple model that approximates a nearly compensated mountain range.
MODEL DEPENDENCE OF CRUSTAL
DISTORTION MEASUREMENTS
The gravitational attraction of a uniform circular disk will be used to calculate the effects of mass and volume changes beneath the earth's surface. All of the salient characteristics of the problem can be derived from the simple disk mass distribution or combinations of it. First, let us assume a simplified thin-disk model at the surface of the earth, as shown in Figure  2 , where a is the radius of the disk (a << 6371 km), h is the initial thickness of the disk, p• is the initial density of the disk, p= is the final density of the disk, and e is the incremental thickness change of the disk and also the elevation change at the surface of the disk; cgs units will be used throughout unless it is otherwise stated. The potential and the gravitational attraction at a point on the positive z axis due to the thin disk alone are well known [Ramsey, 1959, 
Thus by using the gravity we have eliminated all dependence on thickness and density for the disk model, but the horizontal characteristic dimension, radius a, remains as an independent variable that must be known or assumed before the geometric elevation change can be calculated.
An important parameter that is used as a measure of mass change under a site is the ratio of the change in gravity to the change in geometric elevation, AG/•, which we define as the distortion gravity gradient % This quantity is sometimes sim- The dilatancy model was originhily proposed because it was the only reasonable explanation of anomalous values of the seismic velocity ratio Vp/Vs prior to earthquakes [Nur, 1972] showri to be due mainly to a dr6p in P 
